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R A N K I N G A l l E I G H T       
QUENTIN TARANTINO Movies  
Tonight, Prudence and I will be seeing Quentin Tarantino’s personal 35mm 
cut of his new film Once Upon a Time in Hollywood at his theater, The 
New Beverly Cinema. In honor of the release of his 9th, and what could 
be his last original movie, I decided to rank all eight movies Tarantino 
has directed. Now, I’ve written many lists in this blog, but this is by 
far and away the most difficult ranking I have ever done. In my opinion, 
all of Tarantino’s movies are fantastic, either 9/10 or 10/10 flicks.

8. The Hateful Eight (2015)  
It was hard to rank Hateful Eight last because I genuinely loved this 
flick. I especially loved seeing its gorgeous cinematography in the 70mm 
Roadshow  format,  intermission  and  all,  which  was  one  of  the  best 
cinematic experiences I’ve ever had. Didn’t care for that ending though.

7. Django Unchained (2012)  
Django would be ranked higher if it weren’t for the final act, in which 
Tarantino  has a totally unnecessary cameo. That said, the film is still 
fantastic, showcasing the horrors of slavery and featuring incredible 
performances by Jamie Foxx, Cristoph Waltz and Leonardo Dicarprio.

6. Death Proof (2007)  
Tarantino refers to Death Proof as his “worst movie”, but I strongly 
disagree with him. I love this highly underrated gem, particularly the 
brilliantly directed car sequences and Kurt Russell’s “Stuntman Mike”.

5. Jackie Brown (1997)  
Jackie Brown has perhaps the most heart of any Tarantino movie, with 
Robert Forster providing a great deal of it. And as a big Pam Grier fan, 
this movie is a wonderful ode to her life’s work and the title role is a 
perfect part for her. Robert De Niro also turns in a career performance.

4. Inglourious Basterds (2009)  
This movie has some of my favorite Tarantino moments, particularly the 
incredible opening dialogue sequence, perhaps the best opening of all 
time. I also contend that Basterds has the best villain in any Tarantino 
film in Hans Landa. And the way Tarantino rewrites history is masterful.

3. Kill Bill (2003, 2004)  
Tarantino himself sees Kill Bill as one movie so that is why it is here. 
If I had to choose one over the other I’d probably give Vol. 1 the edge. 
Kill Bill is a perfect embodiment of Tarantino’s style and arguably his 
best-directed work. Also, RZA’s inspired, iconic score can’t be beat.

2. Pulp Fiction (1994)  
Number one on a lot of fans’ lists, and that’s totally acceptable. It is 
hard to deny how seminal this movie was and how it changed cinema. To 
this day, the dialogue and Tarantino’s ability to switch perspective is 
unparalleled. And Sam Jackson was robbed for the Supporting Actor Oscar.

1. Reservoir Dogs (1992)  
Tarantino’s debut film still never gets old. With a perfect runtime that 
doesn’t overstretch itself, and perhaps the best ensemble cast in any of 
his films, Reservoir Dogs is an undisputed classic. Between the ear 
scene and the final confrontation alone, it is the clear number one.
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This Week on Home Video 

Alita: Battle Angel (2019)  
 
Last week I talked all about CGI 
and James Cameron and this week is 
all about Tarantino, so it is only 
fitting  that  I  review  the  movie 
Alita:  Battle  Angel,  directed  by 
Tarantino  friend  and  collaborator 
Robert  Rodriguez  and  produced  by 
James Cameron. The movie, based on 
the Japanese manga series, Gunnm, 
was originally a passion project of 
Cameron for years before it fell in 
the hands of Rodriguez. The story 
itself is decent and features some 
well-done  action  set  pieces  and  
admirable performances, especially 
Tarantino favorite Christoph Waltz. 
However, while most of the effects 
in  the  movie  were  quite  good,  I 
couldn’t get past how odd the CGI 
character  of  Alita  looked,  as  it 
felt  like  yet  another  completely 
superfluous use of the medium. It 
would  also  be  nice  to  see  an 
authentic  anime/manga  adaptation 
that cast Japanese actors for once.

This Week on TV 

The Boys (Amazon Prime)  
 
Amazon Prime is now dipping their 
toes into the superhero game, with 
their  new  series  The  Boys,  from 
Seth Rogen and Evan Goldberg. The 
show,  about  a  man  (Jack  Quaid) 
whose  girlfriend  is  killed  by  a 
superhero  and  seeks  revenge  with 
the  help  of  vigilante  played  by 
Karl Urban, is a darker take on the 
genre, blending the dark style of 
Kick-Ass  with  the  tongue-in-cheek 
tone of Shazam!, which I reviewed 
last  week.  Overall,  the  show  is 
better than I expected and does a 
solid job of subverting the genre.

Director Spotlight:  
Quentin Tarantino   

Birth: 3/27/1963 Knoxville, TN  
Notable Works: Reservoir Dogs, Pulp 
Fiction, Jackie Brown, Kill Bill, 
Death Proof, Inglorious Basterds, 
Django Unchained, The Hateful Eight  
Fun Fact: His first film, My Best 
Friends Birthday, was never 
finished and became the basis of 
the Tarantino-penned True Romance.
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